
 

 

 
 

Stories of Distance and 

Change 

 

It was a murky pre-dawn 

in late summer when 

Tom, Dancer, 

Skillywidden, Moonsong, 

and Azia met at four 

o’clock in the morning on 

her front porch.  Twice 

they had been to Raintree, 

but the plums hadn’t yet 

been ripe. 

 

A young bald eagle landed just in front of them.  To their amazement it carried 

Teg, Heatherbow, and Ananda.  Azia climbed on quickly as Miro and Knockers 

joined them on the sidewalk.  Tom and Skillywidden hopped onto Dancer as the 

eagle lifted off.  Moonsong was right behind them. 

 

As the eagle labored to lift its heavy body and wide wings, Teg introduced them.  

“You are riding Kiwidinok.  Her name means ‘of the wind.’  She is a fledgling 

from the nest of my friend Len.  Hug tight to her as she is young and still learning.  

Her training feathers are long, so once we reach the thermals, she will carry us 

easily.” 

 

Kiwidinok was very fast.  Azia held onto her feathers and ducked her head under 

the neck feathers so she wouldn’t be blown off.  The wind on her face was fierce, 

as if she had stuck her hand out the window of a car on the freeway.  They reached 

Raintree in 50 minutes.  As they landed heavily on the ground, the first rays of the 

sun lit the indigo sky. 

 

The Geneva Mirabelle plum tree was loaded with small pink and yellow plums.  

As Kiwidinok flew off to hunt, everyone quickly scrambled up the Geneva 



 

 

Mirabelle.  Once everyone was settled in the tree, they waited for Teg to select a 

nice ripe plum.  He bit into it with a wink at Tom.  “It is good.  It is a lot like ‘The 

Pink.’  I like it.” 

 

Everyone grabbed a plum and started to eat. 

 

A voice boomed up from below.  “What do you think you are doing?” 

 

Everyone stopped moving. 

 

“I see you and I have your ride,” said the voice. 

 

They all dropped lightly onto the ground.  They turned to face an angry elf, who 

had his hand in Moonsong’s mane. 

 

Teg spoke first.  “We are the Band of the Stone, and we bring only peace.” 

 

“Fruit fall is ours to glean,” barked the angry elf. 

 

“We did not know that.  We are looking for a specific plum from my childhood.  

We will not take your crop,” responded Teg. 

 

The strange elf let go of Moonsong and nodded.  He whistled and dozens of elves 

showed themselves from behind the orchard trees. 

 

This time Ananda stepped forward.  “I am Ananda.  These elves are far neighbors 

and friends.  Why are you defensive of your crop?  This is a large orchard.  Are 

you hungry in these late summer days?” 

 

“I am Quinn.  Bands have moved north because of dry heat and fires to the south.  

Our band now includes the members of five bands.  We have enough for now, but 

must dry food for the dearth to come.” 

 

Ananda nodded.  “We have heard of this.  We are looking for a place farther from 

humans ourselves.  The fairy circles are disrupted in the cities.” 

 

Ananda turned to Teg.  “Azia and Tom should go home quickly.  We must stay 

and talk with this band.” 

 



 

 



 

 

Teg, Dancer, Knockers, Miro and Heatherbow turned to cluster closer together, 

blocking Moonsong off from the other elves.  Teg nodded and turned to 

Heatherbow.  “See that Tom and Azia get home safely.  Take Moonsong too.  The 

rest of us must stay and exchange greetings and tidings,” he instructed quietly. 

 

Teg blew on a small silver whistle.  Kiwidinok returned.  Teg spoke briefly to the 

bird in a language Azia did not understand.  Kiwidinok spread a wing for them to 

climb.  The local elves looked on warily, and some took shelter. 

 

Once again, they were flying at great speed.  A few minutes into the flight several 

ravens started to mob Kiwidinok.  She seemed unfazed by this, and headed steadily 

north. 

 

But Heatherbow was upset and ready to take action.  “Hold on tight and don’t let 

them knock you off,” she yelled.  In moments she had straddled Kiwidinok’s neck 

facing backward and loaded an arrow.  She screamed at the ravens in a language 

Azia didn’t understand.  Heatherbow let the arrow fly and it clipped a flight feather 

from the largest raven.  After several minutes of well-placed arrows, the ravens 

turned back to the south. 

 

Moonsong hadn’t had time to fully recover from the flight south, and was lagging 

farther and farther behind.  Heatherbow spoke to Kiwidinok and asked her to slow 

down.  She quickly stopped beating her wings and rode the thermals.  At that pace 

Moonsong was better able to keep up.  She stayed close behind for the rest of the 

way home. 

 

They landed in the field near Tom’s shed.  Tom quickly dismounted the fledgling 

eagle and ran to Moonsong.  Moonsong quickly became Chocks.  She was 

breathing hard and soaked in with sweat. 

 

“I’m really tired,” she conceded.  Tom poured water into her bucket, added honey 

to her oats, and dumped it into her trough.  After a few swallows of water, Chocks 

settled down to eat.  Tom got her blanket and dried her off. 

 

Tom looked up and noticed they were still watching with anxious expressions.  

“She’s going to be OK,” confirmed Tom.  “The distance was a bit too much for her 

without a rest between flights.” 

 

Heatherbow nodded.  “Yes.  We will be more careful next time.  I’m so glad the 



 

 

ravens paid no attention to her.  I think we kept them distracted.” 

 

Kiwidinok suddenly spoke.  “GACKT.” 

 

Heatherbow nodded, understanding.  “Kiwidinok is hungry too.  Do you have 

anything for her?” 

 

Tom ran into the house and returned with a half a salmon.  He bowed to Kiwidinok 

and laid it in front of her.  She gulped and it disappeared in seconds.  She turned to 

Tom and again cried, “GACKT.” 

 

Tom glanced at Heatherbow and apologetically shrugged his shoulders.  “That’s all 



 

 

we’ve got for her right now!  That was going to be tonight’s dinner.” 

 

Heatherbow smiled.  “There will be food at Azia’s, and the Band of the Stone will 

have more for her.” 

 

She spoke briefly to Kiwidinok and the fledgling eagle spread her wings to allow 

them to climb up. 

 

Tom waved as Kiwidinok took off.  Chocks quietly munched her honey and oats 

while the morning sun warmed the air. 

 

They landed near Azia’s home and she worked quickly to return to normal size.  

She dashed into the house and pulled a salmon out of the freezer.  It was a big one, 

which she lugged a bit clumsily out onto the front lawn.  Heatherbow warmed it at 

once. 

 

Kiwidinok was engulfing it with Azia standing close beside her when Azia’s father 

stepped out the front door.  Heatherbow ducked behind the fledgling’s tail. 

 

Her father watched, stunned as Kiwidinok ate with rapid piercing jabs, carving off 

large chunks of salmon.  Azia waved at him with a big grin. 

 

Kiwidinok finished within a couple of minutes and again protested, “GAACKT.”  

Heatherbow concealed herself behind Azia’s leg.  As Kiwidinok took off again, 

she beat her huge wings and rose slowly, circling the house.  As she left, she called 

“CREEE, CREEE,” sounding like a seagull. 

 

Azia’s dad turned to watch, and Heatherbow made her final escape with a tumbling 

roll to land under a bush. 

 

Azia turned toward her dad.  “She was hungry.  I gave her your salmon.  Is that 

OK?” asked Azia. 

 

“I’ve never seen anything like this.  How did you get her to come so close?  

Weren’t you afraid?” asked her dad. 

 

Azia shrugged.  “I decided she was probably hungry.  She’s still a young eagle.  It 

must be hard for her to find enough food.” 

 



 

 

Her dad persisted.  “But how did you get her to come so close?” 

 

Azia shrugged as they turned toward the house.  “I think it’s because she was 

hungry.” 

 

Her dad cocked his head.  “How do you know it’s a young eagle?” 

 

“She has training feathers.  The long flight and tail feathers help her learn to fly.” 

 

He nodded, “Make’s sense.  How do you know she is a female?” 

 

“Oh dad, because she’s so HUGE!  Girl eagles are bigger than boys.”  Azia spread 

her arms like wings and grinned.  “I wish we had a picture of her.  I’m calling her 

Kiwidinok.  It means ‘of the wind.’” 

 

“Great name.  If she ever comes back, you can give her absolutely anything you 

want!  How do you know all this stuff about eagles?” 

 

“My teacher Sara told us about them,” deflected Azia. 

 

 

At sunset that night, Azia waited for straggling foragers to return to the Blue Nuc. 

Azia sealed the door of the Nuc and wrapped it in gauze so the bees wouldn’t 

escape on the way to their new home. 

 

She waited with the Nuc on the front porch.  When <NameL> a lady came by to 

pick up the Nuc, she showed Azia a picture of the large hive that they would get to 

live in and promised to be very gentle with them.  She paid Azia $160. 

 

Azia could tell the bees were nervous.  She frowned as she tried to sooth them. 

They all seemed to be talking at once and they climbed onto the ventilation screen.  

“Big Home.  Peaceful.  Bee Nice.  I visit.” Azia said to the bees. 

 

“Home?” asked the bees in urgent voices. 



 

  



 

 

“Big Home.  Peaceful.” Azia repeated in their language. 

 

Azia looked up and <NameL> was looking at her with a frown and a smile.  Azia 

was reasonably sure the lady thought she was crazy, a girl talking to a beehive. 

 

<NameL> closed her car and drove slowly out of the driveway.  Azia smiled for 

the first time.  The fact that she was being so careful driving made Azia more 

confident that the bees would be safe.  From a tree overhead Knockers and Miro 

followed to assure their safety.  They knew what Azia had promised.  Azia knew 

they would stay until the bees were gently transferred to their new hive. 

 

Then Azia packed a care package for Moonsong.  She put honey into a small 

sandwich bag taken from the recycling bin.  She placed it in a tiny backpack and 

settled down to wait. 

After moonrise, Skillywidden and Dancer brought Azia to Tom’s shed.  Chocks 

was happily munching her oats.  Azia poured a few tablespoons of honey over the 

oats and stirred them.  By the time Tom came in, Chocks had nearly finished her 

meal.  She had grown beautifully and was now a pretty six-week-old filly. 

 

Tom nodded toward a Nanny Camera on the wall and then walked outside.  When 

they had all gathered outside, he said, “Mom mounted that Nanny Cam on the wall.  

Will elves show up on the camera?” 

 

“I don’t know!” replied Skillywidden. 

 

Tom said, “Let’s test it now.  I need to make sure my mom won’t see the little one 

when she’s at play.” 

 

In a few moments Tom came out with a big grin.  “Nada!  None of you show up.  

What were you doing?” 

 

“We were dancing and playing,” beamed Moonsong. 

 



 

 

Tom and Azia built a little fire and soon discovered that a small fire for humans is 

a huge bonfire for an elf.  Building a fire of a minimum size proved difficult; fire 

consumes small pieces of wood very fast.  So, they worked together, put a log on 

the fire and waited for it to go out.  They sat by the glowing embers and chatted as 



 

 

elves and fairies started to arrive.  Azia found herself wishing for marshmallows 

and graham crackers. 

 

The Band of the Stone arrived and set up places to sit.  As the night birds were 

arriving, fairies created a soft light in the trees so that the other birds could land 

safely.  Kiwidinok and her father Len arrived and sat on the largest branch in the 

old plum tree.  The smaller birds moved away from them.  Deer, red voles, and 

rabbits rested watchfully at the outside edge of the circle. 

 

A young fox and a wolf pair were last to arrive.  Rain trotted over to talk to them.  

After a few minutes he started running back and forth from the house, bringing 

them three bones in all.  All had been chewed on a little, but still, it was a nice 

offer. 

 

Teg and Ananda moved to the center of the circle. 

 

Ananda announced, “You are all aware of the reason we called you together.  Four 

new bands of elves have arrived at Raintree.  That makes five bands now living 

there.  This trend is sure to continue.” 

 

Quinn spoke up.  “The migrating elves indicated that fire and drought have driven 

them north.  Fairies thrive best in the forest.  Elves live comfortably in both desert 

and forest, but there is less food in a desert.  Change is surely coming.  Shall we 

turn and face it?” 

 

Teg drew a deep breath and predicted, “Birds, animals, elves, and fairies will 

continue to move north.  Eastern Washington, California, and Oregon have been 

dry.  They have experienced both drought and fire.  Azia indicates that humans 

have called this ‘climate change.’” 

 

Quinn spoke again.  “Also, the bands report that while the rains come less often, 

when they occur the storms are sometimes much bigger than usual.  Scouring 

rivers have flooded and dumped mud in the lowlands, forcing elves and fairies to 

move.  Elves living near rivers must be prepared to carry water to inland bands 

during severe drought.  Inland bands should prepare to receive bands displaced by 

flooding.” 

 

Badra raised her hand like a kid in a class.  Both Ananda and Iris nodded to her.  

“When a piece of cloth tears, we stitch it together or reweave it.  We can reweave 



 

 

the web of life.” 

 

There was a long pause.  Quinn spoke up.  “You are describing effort on an 

enormous scale for elves and fairies fleeing devastation.  Can we instead ask those 

who are safe to help restore the web?” 

 



 

 

Everyone looked around.  Several elves and animals nodded. 

 

Miro observed, “I’m anxious about the toll on the plants and animals.  We have 

visited fifteen bands this summer.  Animals have trouble crossing major rivers like 

the Columbia.  Plants don’t have feet and can’t walk north.  Our plant partners and 

companions simply die and burn.” 

 

From the outer edge of the circle, a blue jay spoke.  “We eat plants and some of 

them move with us very efficiently.  When I eat blackberries and then fly north, the 

seeds come out in my poop.  I’m a planting machine!” 

 

Moonsong perked up at this.  “You mean I can help by eating and pooping?  I can 

totally do that!” 

 

Everyone giggled. 

 

One of the fairies jumped into the discussion.  “We could all be conscious about 

moving seeds when we travel, whether by hand or using this other approach.” 

 

Iris stood and asked, “How can the Band of the Stone help?” 

 

Ananda held his upturned hands out in front of him.  He turned slowly twice to 

assess each one in the assembly.  “Are we all agreed that we should take on this 

critical task?” 

 

Everyone nodded and looked around at the others. 

 

Iris spoke, “Miro and Skillywidden, I ask that you travel with Knockers and 

Dancer to notify all the bands.  We can all move seeds.  Fairy horses can move 

small animals across rivers and busy, dangerous highways.  Animals who are 

friends of the bands may also help.” 

 

Ananda nodded.  “Thank you.  We should also work on preserving food for bands 

who are on the move.  Perhaps we can also provide resting areas on the Wolf 

Roads.  Wolves are often helpful even in winter.  I would ask each of you to decide 

how to contribute.” 

 

Tom interjected.  “I don’t mean to get all scientific, but we can’t know in advance 

where the seeds will thrive.  Perhaps each band can pass seeds north.  Each packet 



 

 

of seeds can be mixed with other packets and divided into small bundles.  We 

could plant the small packets all over and see what works.  My mom calls this 

‘testing.’” 

 

Everyone considered this for a while.  The great gray wolf spoke first.  “Our young 

leave the pack and travel from our valleys to explore.  We can carry both seeds and 

animals.  Elf bands will decide who needs to move.  We can take these packets to 

elves in all the places we visit.” 

 

Ananda’s face reflected his appreciation.  “Thank you!  Please let us know if 

animals who are sick or dying wish to become elves or fairies.  We can help with 

this if they are willing to carry other creatures across rivers.” 

 

Skillywidden commented.  “Animals will need help to cross the major roads too.” 

 

The young coyote chipped in.  “Warming will kill animals that rely on snow and 



 

 

cold seasons.  The Pika need to move north from one mountain top to the next.” 

 

Ananda nodded.  “Noted.  At the next full moon, we will meet back here to talk 

about these things.  Will each fairy please see a bird of the sun to their nest so we 

don’t lose anyone in the dark.  Iris, can you have your elves make sure each 

walking animal gets home safely?” 

 

Everyone agreed and started to leave.  Azia and Tom turned to Iris quizzically.  At 

the same moment, they both asked, “Why isn’t there any food?” 

 

Iris nodded but then shook her head.  “I know.  This has felt a little odd, hasn’t it?  

This was an emergency meeting, called with no time to prepare.  Next time we 

gather, we will definitely plan for food.” 

 

Skillywidden and Dancer trotted over and faced Queen Iris.  “Time to go?” 

questioned Skillywidden. 

 

Iris nodded and climbed onto Dancer’s back with Azia.  Tom grinned and waved 

as they rose into the air.  Azia looked down at the elves, who were moving into the 

distance with their protected animals.  Knockers and Miro rode off after the wolf 

and coyotes. 

 

 
 

Ananda beckoned to Tom.  He and Quinn were standing close together; their 

conversation seemed very serious.  Marquez waited quietly to the side. 

 

Quinn took a deep breath.  “You seem to have some ideas about the seeds.  How 

do we distribute the seeds?  What is this test you do?” 

 



 

 

 



 

 

“I did a science project last year.  My mom studies genetics.  She does scientific 

tests all the time.  She made sure that I had 35 seeds in each test.  I watered seeds 

planted in sharp sand using tap water, diluted dishwater, and dilute manure tea.  I 

wrote down how well each of the plants grew.  My mom calls the experimental 

plan a ‘protocol.’  You do everything carefully and according to the plan.  When 

you’re finished you review and write down what worked and what didn’t work.  

She says that you can’t really tell if something is working or not working with a 

single seed.  That’s because it’s a ‘statistics’ thing.  So that is called testing.”  

When Tom finished, he stood with open hands.  “I can find out more if you want.” 

 

Ananda broke in saying, “But we need to distribute thousands of seeds from all 

different kinds of plants.  How can we watch over them all as you did?” 

 

Quinn nodded.  He looked at Tom.  “For some, we won’t know if it worked for 

years.  The trees that we most love to live in require an elf year, twelve of your 

years, before they’re mature enough to set seeds.” 

 

Tom stared at the glowing embers for a while, and then Marquez cleared his throat.  

“I can make sand glow the same way I make stones show their colors.  Then we 

could mix the seeds with the sand and we could at least see where the seed was 

scattered.  We could test and see if the seeds grow.” 

 

Ananda grinned and nodded.  “Yes!  At least we wouldn’t waste time planting 

seeds that won’t sprout in that area.  We should ask Miro and Skillywidden to 

check every year with the fairy ponies.  Miro has an excellent memory and 

Skillywidden is good at growing things.” 

 

Tom nodded.  “If it doesn’t work, the important thing is not to give up.  We can try 

a different way.” 

 

Quinn laughed.  “Where did you get such wisdom at your age?” 

 

Tom smiled and looked down bashfully.  “My math teacher told me that when I 

was having trouble with multiplication.  She was right.  It worked.” 

 
 


